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Introduction

The importance and need of forest tree breeding, a relatively young subject, is generally fairly well recognised
to-day. Forests and natural vegetation have been exploited for commercial use by man for centuries without
giving much attention to the matter of forest tree improvement by proper breeding. The recognition of local races
of plant species adapted to certain localities and seed
provenance studies in Europe in the end of the nineteenth
century and later studies dawned upon the foresters the
importance and need of forest tree breeding. As stated by
AUSTIN
(1937), uncontrolled commercial exploitation of forests in North America and many other parts of the world
has resulted in retrogressive selection of the original vegetation so that plant breeding is necessary not only to
improve thle quality of the existing trees but also to maintain it, at least, a t the present level. The first planned and
organised attempts for forest tree breeding started in the
early twenties of this century (AUSTIN, 1928, and SCHREINER,
1937).
Natural selection has played the most dominant role in
the evolution of tree species till foresters began to interfere with natural vegetation in the form of commercial
exploitation and planned management. The law of natural selection by its operation over long periods results in
the survival of forms best suited to a particular natural
environment. Man's selection, on the other hand, by modifying the local environment can and has taken different
course in many cases. The worst course of man's selection
can be negative selection by removing the best forms and
leaving behind the poorest types in uncontrolled felling
of trees. On the other hand, as in the case of agricultural
crops, man improve upon the wild forms through selection
and various cultural operations. With intensive forest management foresters can and should exercise greater control
over the breeding and the culture of forest trees. Man's
selection can modifiy natural selection for tree improvement considerably. Especially, in the case of large scale
plantations and artificial reforestation, plant breeding
has an important role to play. The forest tree breeders
have to evolve suitable strains and varieties for particular needs. Very fast growing tree species are required to
meet the increasing demands of wood of the growing population, from the dwindling forest resources of the
world. Drought and frost resistant strains are rlequired
for a successful reforestation of many denuded and eroded
arid subtropical lands. Fast growing hybrid poplars, for
the supply of cellulose and lignin, will be much favoured
by the increasing use of plastics (SCHREINER, 1949) in industry. Suitable races or strains of tree species resistant
or immune to fungal diseases and insect pests are in much
demand in various parts of the world.
In nature, it may happen that a genotype with a negative selection value contains valuable genes for certain
plant characteristics. Whereas such an individual will be
eliminated by natural selection, it, along with the valuable genes, can be pr'eserved and utilized by man's selection. The plant breeder can thus modify and alter the
course of natural selection in man's favour by employing
artificial plant breeding methods.
However, the breeding and evolving of superior strains
of plants is not an easy affair. Genetical studies have

clearly shown that rarely any economic characters of plants
are determined by the interaction of a few genes as in the
case of simple alleles. On the other hand, there is no doubt
that the yield and quality of timber are determined largely
by the interaction of many genes and their multiple effects.
The inheritance of quantitative economic characters is
associated with polyploid nature of many plant species
and is a very complex subject. The various methods of
plant breeding, viz., selection, introduction, hybridization
and induced polyploidy have definite potentialities and
limitations. An attempt has been made in this paper to
consider and review the various plant breeding methods
as they have been employed for forest tree breeding in
various parts of the world. This may give fresh stimulus
and ideas to organise forest tree breeding research on a
sound footing.
Selection and Improvement of the Local Species

On embarking upon a Programme of forest tree breeding, the forest geneticist should first of all consider the
isolation and identification of the indigenous and local
plant material. By doing so he can select suitable forms
of trees which may turn out to be superior to ordinary
individuals of a species. Changes occur in plant species
and communities through natural selection of random
mutations. Variation due to natural hybridization is a
fairly common phenomenon in closely related forms and
species which cross-pollinate. Mutations are also known
to occur in seed and vegetative buds. However, mutations
with negative selection value are generally eliminated
sooner or later by natural selection and it is only mutations with positive or neutral selection value that survive
or persist in plant populations. According to VAVILOV
(1950)
the different plant species of the present day are in different stages of development and on account of this, they
represent complexes of very different amplitude and content.
Mutations, hybridization and natural selection exercise
dominant influence on the composition of plant populations. It has been demonstrated mathematically that if a
mutation increases the chances of survival by only 1 per
cent, it would establish itself in half the population in
about 100 generations (HUXLET,
1943). The ecotypes and
biotypes which are interfertile and are lumped together
in the same taxonomic species aris~eby natural mutations
and by their gradual accumulation. Some of these natural
changes may also arise by the occurrence of structural
changes such as translocations, alterations, additions and
deletions of chromosomal parts. Additions and deletions
of whole chromosomes are also known to have occurred.
Thus natural populations of plants contain considerable
amount of genetic variation within the so called taxonomic species.
The intraspecific or racial variation has been well demonstrated in species which have extensive latitudinal oi
altitudinal ranges. CHAMPION (1933) considered that there
is need of provenance tests and selective breeding in species like Dalbergia sissoo, Pinus longifolia and Pinus excelsa. WEIDMAN
(1939) recognised the existente of four racial strains in Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) which
varied in their growth rates and hardiness. SCHREINER
(1937) states that seven apparently superior strains of

